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We are the oldest and largest V6 Mustang forum on the internet. If you have any questions
about your V6 Mustang or just want to connect with other V6 Mustang owners around the world,
you have found the best place on the internet to do that. Registering is free and easy! Hope to
see you on the forums soon! Forums New posts Search forums. Members Current visitors New
profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. What's new Search Search. Search titles
only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. JavaScript
is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites
correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. V6 Mustang Forums New posts.
Introduce yourself here. Threads Messages 4. New here, first car. Jan 7, atermate. Threads 1.
Forum Upgraded. May 10, David Young. Stay on top of the rumors and information here.
Threads 49 Messages I messed up Jan 14, atermate. Threads Messages 2. Supercharge or
Turbocharge. Nov 5, Warpony. Threads Messages 7. Turbo on a 4. Threads Today at AM
ffpletch. Sub-forums Sub-forums Archive. Threads 46 Messages How to Remove Chrome from
Plastic. Oct 20, 08'MustangDude. Personal Projects and Builds Document your project here.
Threads Messages 6. My Windstar swap. Jan 11, atermate. Threads Messages Nov 4, afbryant.
Mustang side stripes. Jan 12, atermate. Jan 23, Captain Max Silver. Threads 5. Aug 26, ponyboy
Photoshoots Show off your ride. Sub-forums Sub-forums Photoshop Requests. It's been a
awhile But here's my Terminator. Cal daily chat thread. May 3, MadStang. Mustang Classifieds
For Sale Sell your stuff. Threads 23K Messages Some parts for sale gears, cam, 4. Want to Buy
See if you can get someone to sell you something. Threads 8K Messages WTB M adapter plate.
Sep 6, parkerlem. Miscellaneous If it doesn't involve Mustangs, put it here. Threads 5 Messages
My car hobby passion Jan 8, atermate. Off Topic Off-Topic Post non-mustang related talk here.
Please read all stickies and site rules before posting. Official NBA Thread. Jan 15, atermate.
Members online No members online now. Latest posts. For Sale. Latest: JRicky Feb 14, Latest
profile posts O. On a Mustang how do I bypass the pats system. Captain Max Silver. Came Out
Much Better This time. On my v6 mustang where do I hook the chains up when using a engine
support bar? I need help with this dang engine support!! Welcome To V6Mustang. We are the
oldest and largest V6 Mustang forum on the internet. If you have any questions about your V6
Mustang or just want to connect with other V6 Mustang owners around the world, you have
found the best place on the internet to do that. Registering is free and easy! Hope to see you on
the forums soon! Forums New posts Search forums. Members Current visitors New profile
posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. What's new Search Search Everywhere items.
Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New items. New comments. Latest reviews.
Search showcase. Log in. Install the app. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It
may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative
browser. Categories V6 Mustang Garages V8 Mustang Garages 6. Other Vehicles Latest
comments. My V6 Premium wow bad ass. Sep 1, Aug 11, Just a 6 Drift hit some snags with not
owning a garage and life, but i did start working on it again this week. Aug 10, Aug 4, Jun 8,
Filters Show only: Loadingâ€¦. SN95 V6 3. Black Spit Nov 8, Views Mustang Mustang2k Oct 7,
Views My V6 Premium. Randy65 Aug 27, Views Comments 1. BradleyBear Jul 30, Views The
Holy Grail Garage. Randy65 Jun 27, Views Ruby Sleeper. Richard Bolowsky Feb 29, Views
Reaction score 1. Dahondaboy Feb 5, Views Reaction score 1. ANN MO. Ann Mo Jan 23, Views
TMac's Garage. TMac04 Jan 9, Views David Lewis Dec 1, Views Reaction score 2. After doing a
VIN decoder which cost way too much it turns out my car is exactly 1 of 6, three biggest factors
being the lack of ABS, an automatic transmission, and a monotone interior. There are of course
a a few more small details that make it so. So in summary, my car is rare because it's bad?
Beast Boy. Aaron Shugart Nov 16, Views Reaction score 1. The Glue Factory. My Windveil.
Terrence Keith Oct 13, Views Reaction score 1. Starting from scratch since I sold my modded 99
GT. KJ's Garage. Poppi's Pony. Pics of my dad's pride and joy, a 35th Anniversary Mustang
Convertible. Performance Red Ooo-One Sixer. Welcome To V6Mustang. I've got a mustang 5. I
love my mustang. The problem that I have and it seems that all s owners have with their
cyclones is when idling and ac is on the car shakes and isn't very happy. Other than that, the
cars is quick and nimble. It is very reliable. I go on road trips all the time and it has not had a
single problem yet. I do not have any problems with my car and it is really comfortable to drive.
It has lights that shine on the ground that show mustangs. It has not failed on me except only
when I have had a few wrecks. It is exceptionally fast and can push it to the limits. The Ford
mustang v6 convertible performs very well. The only real issue I have noticed after four years of
ownership is that there is a tendency for water to gather in the passenger side quarter panel
after a heavy rain. It will slowly drain out over a period of time, but I keep an eye on it, and if it
starts draining too slowly, I bring it to my mechanic, who can fix it easily. That aside, it really is

a fantastic car, and I wouldn't trade it for anything. Decent vehicle for the year. I have had to
replace the ac pump in , the traction control sensor went bad in which cost a pretty penny. Had
to replace the front sway bars in I have always loved a ford mustang. It feels like raw power just
looking at it. I love how it performs, and how it stays low to the ground whenever you turn. I
have been a ford customer since day one, and I cannot wait to see what the future holds for me
in the next 5 years when I get a mustang. My mustang has been very reliable and dependable for
the past 6 years that I have had it. It is great on gas and very stylish! I love it! A year after
purchasing I had to get an airbag recall fixed. The car gets good gas mileage and performs
exactly how I need it to since it is a daily driver. I really like the sync system in the car. I can
Bluetooth my phone calls and stream my music through this. Would recommend this company
and model to purchase from. My ford mustang is one of the most amazing cars I have ever
driven. The only issues that I have ever had with my mustang have been inflicted by myself. The
only other issues are issues that all cars suffer from including replacing brakes or tires etc.
Didn't have to many problems with my car. I kept everything up to date on the maintenance. The
performance for this vehicle I give a For it to be a v6 it has its perks. It's very reliable and
comfortable to drive. And above all I highly recommend this vehicle. Good performance, pretty
reliable. Very comfortable for a two door coupe. Bought at an affordable price. American made,
well built. Has Sirius XM compatibility. Automatic with standard features. Very stylish and sleek,
overall a very good car. I would definitely recommend. I am the first owner of the vehicle. Being
that it is a performance car, I do drive it aggressively most of the time and it has stood strong.
The car has over , miles and has only needed minor repairs that is really just simple fixes. To
this day the car is a blast to drive and I have plenty of space inside to take a guest with me and
luggage. Really reliable saves a lot of gas and also get some good performance with it also.
Cool features that you can change the dash color to almost whatever you want. I wouldn't trade
this car in for anything great daily driver and a lot of aftermarket parts to go with it. The only
problem is the inconvenience of having a two door and it being so small. Overall, super happy
with the performance and reliability. It is basic but modern at the same time. The two front seats
are comfortable and enjoyable to ride in. The back seats, on the other hand, are not so fun to be
in. Not suitable for long rides in the back or larger people. I love my car. I love that it came in a
bright color green with a appearance package which included black wheels and mirrors. It really
stands out. I have had minor issues. The water pump failed but luckily I was still under warranty.
It is not the best on icy roads since it is rear wheel drive, but a couple sandbags in the back
help. Great car. Has a lot of options to make it your own and different from the rest. Relatively
cheap too. Spend about 20k on the car and maybe another k over a period of time and you have
a car you cannot get enough of. They make good power and are relatively cheap to me pretty
quick. I have zero complaints. The car is awesome, the only thing I do not like is if you live in the
city you fuel mileage will drop really bad. You will run at about So you'll want to take it out on
long trips to get the average mileage back up to about If you like loud music I do not think the
speaker are all that good either. Other than that the car handles great. I have always wanted a
mustang. I could not afford a gt. However, the v6 still has incredible power. It's a 1. It is reliable
and incredibly comfortable with the black leather bucket seats. The sync feature allows me to
accept and make calls without having to touch my phone. I have never had any problems other
than an airbag recall. For a v6, it is still super fast. Everything is in perfect condition had it for
about 4 years only problem is I have to change tires and rims but that is my fault and the way I
drive it. Also the battery needs replacing. But it is a gorgeous car inside and out. And I would
recommend for someone who knows how to keep up on cars. Solid car, cheap to fix, enough
power to get the job done. When it comes to hitting corners at higher speeds it tends to fishtail
a bit more than other vehicles. The convertible top is super nice during the times of year that
the weather permits. With the canvas top come less than spectacular insulation for the inside of
the vehicle. Very reliable vehicle. I love the mustangs all together. Their performance is amazing
and the high torque and horsepower make it very fun to drive. The features in my premium
package mustang help with long trips and short joy rides. The center screen gives a clear and
easy to understand lay of the land, as well as, a wide variety of audio options. The car is really
nice it is performance is amazing, but it comes with some issues. First of all you cannot really fit
four people but it is reliable unless you want to modify the car. The car itself is really
comfortable it does not have a lot of features but it makes up for it with it is potential. My ford
mustang is a v6 with horsepower. I have put nearly , miles on it and love it! The thing can really
get up and go! Love the fact that only one person can ride with me as well. Gets me out of
helping people move. All in all, a great car! Really work well does not have any problems not
trying to sell it but ok, it has an engine light on that has to be checked and you cannot but
regular gas on it, has a lot of miles, has nice tires tho could use new seats it is a red color it is
very shiny because it is very clean. My car has 67k miles and other than replacing a battery and

routine maintenance I've not had to have any repairs. So far it has been very reliable. The
brakes squeak some when stopping, but the pads are in good condition and the shop cannot
identify a problem. According to others on Mustang forums this is a fairly common issue.
Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews.
Filter by: Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Performance Reviews. Value
Reviews. Problems Reviews. Reliability Reviews. V6 Premium. GT Premium. Shelby GT Search
by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Larry m cole wrote on
January 21, Cody W wrote on October 10, Garrett M wrote on October 9, Alexandra M wrote on
October 8, Nicole E wrote on October 6, Dee D wrote on October 6, Samantha R wrote on
October 5, Hailey W wrote on October 4, Dylan S wrote on October 4, Kris K wrote on October 3,
Jessika H wrote on October 2, Archibald E wrote on September 27, Darrius E wrote on
September 25, Angelica P wrote on September 23, Jenny K wrote on September 15, Michael D
wrote on September 13, Debbie A wrote on September 5, Michael D wrote on September 4,
Mauricio U wrote on August 31, Keenan C wrote on August 29, Daisy M wrote on August 29, Sh
M wrote on August 28, Continue to Overview. Remember Me? What's New? Last Jump to page:
Results 61 to 80 of Thread Tools Show Printable Version. I'm attaching the freeze frame data for
those who may be curious : pic. Drove it about the same distance as before and there is no
pending code or permanent codes set, how ever the catalyst monitors haven't set yet so it could
still come up. Will keep updating thread as I keep working on this thing Goal is to get catalyst
and o2 monitor and heater to complete with our error with out touching the DTC codes. Last
edited by Jn2; at AM. Thanks for sharing all your hard work. Jannetty Racing Enterprises, Inc.
Originally Posted by Jn2. I ended up making an "off road, not for highway use emissions tune",
turned off all monitors except Fuel System, EGR, and Misfire. Car passes those 3 monitors with
the rest NA when I bring it up on the scanner. This is not a set up you wanna drive on, just one
you swap to when you do need all your monitors to go ready, then swap back to your normal
tune when you no longer then them all to be ready. I think we are all struggling with the Fords,
the GMs and Chryslers are no problem, we need to put our heads together and come up with a
solution. The only system not messed with is the only one that won't set lol. Originally Posted
by Witt. When I posted the tripling thing earlier, I was just going off the top of my head. It's been
a while since I've had to mess with a Copperhead with no or high flow cats and emissions tests
but here's what I have saved from , the last time I had trouble with a Copperhead. These
descriptions are probably a little bit off but are the best I could come up with at the time.
Someone who's more familiar with the OBD Docs or patents could probably describe these
more accurately Having the issue with o2 ready and heater ready. Everything else is set. Due for
emissions this month. Did as described in this thread, and still can't get them to set ready.
Going to keep driving, and hope it switches as I don't want to swap the xpipe out just for
testing. Originally Posted by Unreal. I travel almost nonstop so hard to put miles on when I'm no
where near home. Thanks to everyone here who has in the past or is currently putting in hard
work and experimentation to figure this issue out. Cats or no Cats it would be nice to get the
monitors to pass without it being such a huge pita. PNG Here are the values for this car PNG
What I also noticed is the s has 6 threshold tables and the S has 4, here is the difference
between the s and the s, notice the s has more tables, and tripling all the values for the s
worked, but not on the s, wonder if there are more undefined tables for the thresholds. PNG I am
still putting miles on my personal S, so havent been able to confirm if zero'ing out the
thresholds work, but so far all monitors except o2 and o2 heater have completed on it. Will
check again in a few hours to see if 02 and heater show complete yet. Last edited by Jn2; at PM.
Here is how my personal vehicle is looking, waiting on o2 and o2 heater to complete or fail, no
CELs, or Freeze frame data at the moment This is on flex fuel as well e If only we could disable
one of these monitors O2 heater and O2 monitor was completed by getting the O2 sensor to f to
trigger the monitor function. Steady state driving mph under RPM, minutes. Not exactly easy to
do depending on what roads are around. ORX no cats. Not tuned by me. I had to triple the No
Fault Threshold on an s in post 66, all others I put near zero. I have some old tuning docs SCT
sent me when they first started supporting the coyote. They're on my laptop at work. I know
they stated to modify those for long tubes but the changes they recommended were real small.
Again, its really old info before we had access to transport delay. I'll post the info tomorrow
morning. Looking at what I have saved, the changes they recommended aren't actually available
in HPTuners. They are temperature loss at forward o2 sensors. However they also recommend a
small change in one of the lower tip temp columns, reducing the far left column by Good work
on all this guys. Looks like the vette would be a breeze but the GT would be a pain. I'm currently
using the old stacked non-fouler method to pass with an off-road mid pipe. Last Jump to page:.
All times are GMT The time now is PM. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject

to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
7 way round trailer wiring diagram
headlights for 2003 toyota tacoma
2006 acura tl repair manual
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

